We have developed systems of two types for NT-CIR2. One is an enhenced version of the system we developed for NTCIR1 and IREX. It submitted retrieval results for JJ and CC tasks. A variety of parameters were tried with the system. It used such characteristics of newspapers as locational information in the CC tasks. The system got good results for both of the tasks. The other system is a portable system which avoids free parameters as much as possible. The system submitted retrieval results for JJ, JE, EE, EJ, and CC tasks. The system automatically determined the number of top documents and the weight of the original query used in automatic-feedback retrieval. It also determined relevant terms quite robustly. For EJ and JE tasks, it used document expansion to augment the initial queries. It achieved good results, except on the CC tasks.
Introduction
We have developed two systems for the second NT-CIR Workshop's information retrieval (IR) tasks.
One is an enhanced version of the system that was used for the first NTCIR Workshop's IR tasks [5] and the IREX Workshop's IR tasks [6] . We call this System A. The other is a newly developed system in which free parameters are avoided as much as possible. We call this System B. 1 System A participated in tasks set in Japanese and Chinese (JJ and CC). It achieved high average precisions on both tasks. System B participated in tasks set in Japanese, English, and Chinese (JJ, JE, EE, EJ, and CC). It achieved high average precisions on the JJ, EE, JE, and EJ tasks.
Although the two systems participated in some of the same tasks, the details of the system implementations are rather different. Thus, we describe the two systems separately, focusing on particular tasks; i.e., we describe System-A in the context of CC tasks and describe System-B in the context of JJ, EE, JE, and EJ tasks.
Chinese IR Tasks
In this section, we describe System A in the context of CC tasks. System A participated in JJ tasks 2 and CC tasks, and achieved particularly good results on the CC tasks. This reason is that the types of documents used in the CC tasks were very different from those used in the JJ tasks. While the JJ tasks involved retrieval from a database of academic conference papers, the CC tasks involved retrieval from a database of newspaper articles. System A 3 takes advantage of such characteristics of newspapers as the title or the first sentence of the body of an article in a newspaper often indicating the article's subject. We thus expected System A to be effective on the CC tasks. In the following sections, we give a detailed description of System A and report on the experimental results of System A's application to the CC tasks.
Outline of System A
System A uses Robertson's 2-poisson model [9] which is one kind of probabilistic approach. In Robertson's method, each document's score is calculated by using the following equation. 4 
Categorical information
uses category information such as whether or not the document appears on the economic or political pages. This operates by applying the technique called relevance feedback [13] . Firstly, we specify the categories which occur in the top 15 documents of the first retrieval when
. Then, we increase the scores of documents that are in majority or most-frequent categories. For example, the top 15 documents of the first retrieval were most often from the economic pages, we increase the scores of a documents from economic pages and decrease the scores of all documents from other sections of the newspaper. 
How terms are extracted
Before being able to use Eq. (2) in information retrieval, we must extract terms from a query. This section describes how this is done. With regard to term extraction, we considered the several methods listed below.
Method of using only the shortest terms
This is the simplest method. In the method, the query sentence is divided into short terms by using a morphological analyzer or a similar tool. All of the short terms are used in the retrieval process. The method used to divide the query sentence into short terms is described in Section 2.4.
Method of using all term patterns
In the first method the terms are too short. For example, "enterprise" and "amalgamation" would be used instead of "enterprise amalgamation." 5 We felt that "enterprise amalgamation" should be used along with the two short terms. Therefore, we decided to use both short and long terms. We call this the "all term-patterns method." For example, when "enterprise amalgamation materialization" was input, we used "enterprise", "amalgamation", "materialization", "enterprise amalgamation", "amalgamation materialization", and "enterprise amalgamation materialization" as terms for information retrieval. We felt that this method would be effective because it makes use of all term patterns. We also felt, however, that it is inequitable that only the three terms "enterprise," "amalgamation," "materialization," are derived from "... enterprise ... amalgamation ... materialization ...", while six terms are derived from "enterprise amalgamation materialization." We examined several methods of normalization in preliminary experiments, then decided to divide the weight of each term by
x is the number of successive words. For example, in the case of "enterprise amalgamation materialization", x ° Ã . 5 Although this part of the paper deals only with retrieval from Chinese-language texts, and not English, we have used English examples for the benefit of this English-lanugae journal's readers. This method handles compound nouns and can be applied not only to Chinese but also to English. 
Method using a lattice
Although the method of using all-term patterns effectively uses all patterns of terms, it needs to be normalized by using the adhoc equation
We thus considered a method in which all term patterns are stored in a lattice. We used the patterns in the path with the highest score on Eq. (2) . (This method is almost the same as Ozawa's [8] . The differences are the fundamental equation for information retrieval, and whether or not a morphological analyzer is used.)
For example, in the case of "enterprise amalgamation materialization" the lattice shown in Fig.  1 is obtained. As shown in this figure, the score is calculated for each of the four paths by using Eq. (2), and the terms in the highest-scoring path are used. This method does not require the adhoc normalization required by the method of using all term patterns.
Method of using down-weighting [3]
This is the method that Fujita proposed at the IREX contest [14] . It is similar to the all-term patterns method. It uses all term patterns but the method of normalization is different from that used in the all-term patterns method. The weights of the shortest terms are kept constant while the weights of the longer terms are decreased. We decided to apply the weight
È is the number of shortest terms and P Ä c Å « ¢ was set according to the results of experiments.
The method dividing the query sentence into short terms
We used the following three methods to divide the query sentence into short terms. 6 
Using a morphological analyzer
In this method, the query sentence is segmented by using the CSeg&Tag 1.0 Chinese-language morphological analyzer [17] .
Segmentation by using mutual information
This method is based on the method [16] proposed by Sproat et al. It calculates the mutual information of two adjacent characters and divides them when their mutual information. The details of our method are as follows.
Almost all Chinese words consist of one Chinese character or two Chinese characters. 7 So we assumed that all terms consist of one Chinese character or two Chinese characters. Thus, our method firstly divides Chinese sentences into fragments which consist of one Chinese character or two Chinese characters by using mutual information. This is done by repeatly applying the following procedure.
É Divide up pairs of adjacent characters with the lowest amount of mutual information, where each pair is part of a fragment which consist of more than two Chinese character.
Next, we use the statistics of the Chinese corpus. In this case, we assume that the ratio of one-character words and two-characters words in a Chinese text is a:b. 8 We take this statistic then re-divide those fragments that consist of pairs of characters having little mutual information into two separate one-character words in such a way that our process of division produces a text broken up into one-and two-character words in the approximate proportion a:b. This is done by repeating the following procedure until the text will be divided up to produce the approximate proportion a:b.
É

Divide those fragments consisting of pairs of characters having the lowest mutual information
The result of this procedure is equivalent to that of the following procedure. is the amount of mutual information that will divide up the text to produce the approximate proportion a:b. 7 According to the paper [16] , the occurrence rate of words which consist of three Chinese characters is under 1%. 8 For example, Spraot stated that this ratio is about 7:3 [16] .
Using both of the above two methods
This method firstly divides up the Chinese sentences by using the morphological analyzer and then further divides up the fragments by using mutual information and the statistics on the Chinese corpus.
Automatic feedback in System A
Automatic feedback is also used in System A. In System A, an element of automatic feedback is inclued via the IDF term of the equation (2) . When performing automatic feedback, we substitute the following equation for the original IDF term. 5
is the proportion of the top documents of the first retrieval in which a term p appears.
is the original IDF term. This formula is based on Rocchio's formula [12] . P and t are constants set according to the results of experiments.
Term expansion is also used in System A. The terms 'Terms' as defined below are added.
is the probability that a term p appears in no less than 
Weighting counting in automatic feedback
We considered that a term which occurs in a document which has a higher rank on the first retrieval is more important. So, when counting the frequency of a term p in a document d with a rank of
where Å is a constant set according to the results of experiments. Equations (5) and (7) are calculated by using the frequency calculated by Equation 8.
Experiments
The experimental results of System A are shown in Table 1 . "LO", "SO", "VS", and "TI" indicate a long-query task, a short-query task, a very short query task, and a title-query task. The column "ID" indicates the system id in the NTCIR 2 contest. "-" in "ID" indicates a system which was not submitted for the formal run of the NTCIR 2 contest. The column "Term" indicates the method used to divide the query sentence up into short terms. "TAG", "MI", and "T+M" respectively indicate the use of the Chinese morphological analyzer, mutual information, and both the morphological analyzer and mutual information. P u Ê ¡ , 9 s , P , and P are set as in Table 1 . "dw", "af", "L" and "C" indicate the down-weighting method, automatic feedback method, locational information, and categorical information. "y" in a column indicates the use of the method, and "n" indi- 9 In the CHIR newspapers database, using Q oã = 5.33, 4.96, 4.56, 4.10, and 3.53 divides up the text to produce the approximate proportions of 7:3, 6.5:3.5, 6:4, 5.5:4.5, and 5:5. cates that the method was not used. When we do not use the down-weighting method, we use the shortestterms method as the method of extracting terms. 10 The other parameters are set as follows:
. "s" in "L" and "C" means the strong setting where
in a more complex way such that " % q r p W $ means the number of queries whose titles contain a term p .
The following were the findings produced by the experimental results.
É
The precisions of "T+M" or "TAG" are slightly higher than that of "MI." We thus found that using the morphological analyzer produced better results than using mutual information.
É By comparing S12 with S13 or S30 with S31, we found that locational information achieved an improvement of about 0.02 or 0.03. We can see that locational information is very effective.
É By comparing S12 with S14 or S30 with S32, we found that the precisions when categorical information not used were higher than the precisions when it was used. So, at least for these data, using category information was not a good thing.
The automatic feedback method was always effective.
The down-weighting method sometimes produced better results and sometimes produced poorer results.
Summary
System A uses such characteristics of newspapers as locational information and obtained good results in the CC Tasks. By performing comparative experiments, we confirmed that locational information was effective. The other kinds of information were, however, not so effective.
System A has many parameters and many methods. In the future, we would like to conduct much more extensive experiments in order to examine the effects of parameters and methods in System A.
Japanese and English IR Tasks
Overview of the results
The average precisions for System-B against relevant documents on JJ, EJ, EE, and JE tasks are presented in Table 2 . In Table 2 , 'very short' means that the system used the 'TITLE' part of the queries for retrieval, 'short' means that it used the 'DESCRIP-TION' part of the queries, and 'long' means that it used all parts of the queries except the 'FIELD' part. For each task, 'feedback' means the precisions that were obtained by automatic-feedback retrieval, while 'initial' means the precisions that were obtained by using the raw initial queries. The symbol 'õ ' means that the corresponding search results from System-B were submitted to the NTCIR 2 workshop committee as formal runs. 11 For the JJ and EE tasks, only 'feedback' results from System-B were submitted, while for the EJ and JE tasks, both 'initial' and 'feedback' results were submitted. These average precisions place the system in the highest-scoring group among those for which results were submitted.
We describe System-B in detail below. We start by describing the scoring function used to rank documents. Next, we describe the design issues involved in selecting possible free parameters and then compare results for various parameter values through experimented results. Finally, we conclude this section with a brief summary.
Scoring function
Our scoring function is based on BM11 [9] . Let , is defined as: 
Design Issues
The free parameters we consider in this paper are 0 , , and » in Equation (15) . We tried to have these parameters defined automatically. Before, however, we describe our attempts at determining these parameters, we will discuss how we preprocessed documents and queries for the JJ, EE, JE, and EJ tasks. 12
Tokenization
Tokenization is, to a large degree, language dependent.
We tokenized Japanese texts (documents or queries) by using ChaSen version 2.02 13 [4] and then extracted lemmas of content words as d or ö . We postprocessed the output of ChaSen to eliminate some erroneous patterns of tokenization.
In a similar way, we used LimaTK 14 to morphologically analyze English texts and then used a stemmer that built around a library available in the WordNet1.6 package 15 to lemmatize content words. Stop words were removed according to the list in the Nice stemmer package. 16 The documents and queries thus processed were used for the JJ and EE tasks.
Query translation
For the JE and EJ tasks, we translated queries. Once we translate queries, cross-lingual IR (CLIR, i.e., JE or EJ) is performed by the same method as used for mono-lingual IR (JJ or EE). We describe the method below as applied to the translation of a Japanese query into English. English to Japanese translation is performed in a similar way.
We perform document expansion [15] to augment the original queries; i.e., for a Japanese query, we first search the Japanese database to get documents that are relevant to the query. Next, we extract the words contained in the top-5 documents and combine them to the original query. We thus obtain an expanded Japanese query. 17 The expanded Japanese query is then translated into English. For the translation, we first made a Japaneseto-English bilingual dictionary from the Japanese-English abstract pairs provided for the first NTCIR Workshop. From those pairs, we extracted Japanese-English keyword pairs contained in the abstract pairs. It was possible for these keywords to be phrases or words. If a Japanese keyword co-occurred with multiple English keywords, then we selected the most frequently co-occurring English keyword as the translation of the Japanese keyword [2] . Texts were translated in the following two steps; we used ChaSen to morphologically analyze the text, then translated the sequence of morphemes into English. The translation was on a word-to-word or phrase-to-phrase basis. Disambiguation by contexts was not used. The translation was based on longest matches. For example, if a query 'a b c' is given, where 'a' is translated into 'A' and 'a b c' is translated into 'D E', then 'a b c' is translated into 'D E'. 18 17 Local context analysis has been used to expand queries in CLIR [1] . The comparison is a future work.
18 [2] also used a longest-match algorithm, but they did not use a morphological analyzer, which might degrade the system performance. This belief is supported by Table 3 which shows the performance of our method in no document expansion. The average precision of [2] on the same task was 0.3216, while that of our approach is 0.3364. Translated queries were used for the JE and EJ tasks. The retrieval algorithm was the same as that used for the JJ and EE tasks.
As is shown in Table 2 , our approach to the JE and EJ tasks worked quite well. It is evident, however, that the degree of success of our approach depends on the degree of similarity between the Japanese database and the English database used for CLIR. We thus conducted another experiment which used the databases and JE-queries provided for the first NTCIR Workshop. The type of query used for the experiment was 'long' except that we did not use English concepts. Table 3 . Average precisions with document expansion.
Source Target Average precision F ntc1-e 0.3364 ntc2-j ntc1-e 0.3628 ntc1-j ntc1-e 0.3899
In Table 3 , the column 'Source' lists the databases used to expand the original queries. ' F ' indicates no document expansion. 'ntc2-j' means that the Japanese database which was freshly added for the second NT-CIR Workshop was used for document expansion, and 'ntc1-j' means that the Japanese database provided for the NTCIR workshop 1 was used for document expansion. 'ntc1-e', which is listed in 'Target' column for all entries, is the English database that was the target of the searches for documents. Average precision was evaluated against relevant documents in 'ntc1-e'.
'ntc1-j' and 'ntc1-e' are nearly parallel. Naturally, it achieved the best performance of these three cases. 'ntc2-j' and 'ntc1-e' are comparable. The average precision is still better than with no document expansion. Document expansion is thus worthwhile for CLIR.
We have briefly described the language-dependent parts of System-B. Next, we describe its languageindependent parts, describing
. In the experiments described in section 3.4, the average value of 0 were 13.44, 3.89, and 1.14, for 'very short', 'short', and 'long' queries, respectively.
This heuristic approach worked reasonably well as is shown in section 3.4.
In was the only parameter that we had to set by hand.
Comparison of parameter values
We varied the values of e , » , and 0 to observe the effects of parameter values on performance. Performance was measured by the average precision against relevant documents. We used the queries and documents provided for the second NTCIR workshop. Experiments were conducted on JJ and EE tasks. We only report on the results for JJ tasks, here, because both sets of results displayed the same tendency.
The 
For » and 0 , we also tried the heuristic methods described in Figure 2 and Equation (21). We tried all combinations of these parameter values. Thus, we conducted Ã C ° f $ runs to make our comparison for each of the 'long', 'short', and 'very short' queries.
To evaluate the effectiveness of a parameter, we fixed its value and then calculated the average of the average precisions of the 84 runs. The results are shown in Figures 3, 4 , and 5. In these figures, horizontal axes represent the query types and vertical axes represent the average precisions. The title of each line indicates the parameter value. 'var' means that values are determinbe by our methods proposed above. 'initial' means the results for the initial search. The titles are in order of decreasing average precision for short queries. Figure 3 shows the results for various settings of e . Note that e°ç ( ä 7 ² and e° ò ç ( äç P ï performed equally well. This suggests that the value of e is robust over this range. 21 Figure 4 shows the results for various settings of » . It is difficult to detect any clear tendency in Figure 4 , but it seems that when queries are long, small » values perform well, and when queries are short, large » performs well. This suggests that the length of queries could be used to set » automatically. Figure 5 shows the results for various settings of 0 . The average of 0 were 13.44, 3.89, and 1.14 for 'very short', 'short', and 'long' queries, respectively. 0 takes large values for 'very short' and 'short' queries. It takes small values for 'long' queries. 0 worked reasonably well. This is because for 'very short' and 'short' queries, the results of the initial search are not very reliable, so we had to weight ö heavily, while for 'long' queries, the results of the initial search are reliable, so we don't have to weight ö so heavily.
Summary
System-B was designed as a portable IR system that avoids free parameters as much as possible. It will be possible to improve the sysmtem's performance by providing a proper method for determining the number of top-ranked documents to be used in automaticfeedback.
Conclusion
We have developed two systems for the second NT-CIR Workshop IR tasks. One was an improved version of the system that was used for the first NTCIR Workshop IR tasks and the IREX Workshop IR tasks. The other was a freshly developed system that avoids free parameters as much as possible. The former system participated in the JJ and CC tasks and the latter system participated in the JJ, EE, JE, EJ and CC tasks. Both systems achieved good results. We have not yet compared the two systems thoroughly. In the future, we will conduct a more detailed examination of our systems and will determine what kinds of information are effective. 21 Additional experiments showed that average precisions for 
